Influence of surface texture of polymeric sheets on peripheral nerve regeneration in a two-compartment guidance system.
Synthetic guidance channels are useful tools to study the mechanisms underlying peripheral nerve regeneration. In the present study, the lumen of silicone elastomer tubes was divided into two compartments by a polymer strip 10 mm long placed along the tube length. The influence of varying the surface texture of hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymer strips on the morphology of the regenerated neural tissue was analysed. Hydrophilic nitrocellulose (NC) and hydrophobic polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films with smooth (S-NC and S-PVDF) or rough (R-NC, R-PVDF) surface texture were used. Five channels of each type were used to repair transected rat sciatic nerves and analysed after 4 wk. Tissue strips bridged the nerve stumps in all R-NC and R-PVDF tubes, in five of the S-NC and three of the S-PVDF tubes. In R-NC and R-PVDF tubes, bell-shaped tissue adhering to the polymer strip was observed, whereas in S-NC and S-PVDF tubes round, free-floating nerve cables were seen. All the cables contained myelinated and unmyelinated axons and Schwann cells grouped in microfascicles and surrounded by an epineurial layer. For both rough strips, the initial cell layer consisted of macrophages adhering to the polymer surface. The epineurial nerve tissue contacting the rough surface was significantly thinner for PVDF compared with NC strips. No difference in epineurial thickness was observed for nerves facing the silicone tube or for smooth NC and PVDF strips. S-PVDF tubes contained significantly more myelinated axons than S-NC tubes.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)